MCBI Learning and Development Releases New Series
of Live Short workshops to upskill the emerging
workforce.
The Latest in Skill Development Workshops captured on Blockchain and delivered by Australian talent.

June 1st 2020 (Adelaide, South Australia) — MCBI Learning and Development, a local provider of innovative global learning and development
solutions for high-performing organizations, announces a new series of live short-format live digital workshops to teach the crucial skills that individuals
need to compete in today’s competitive workforce. As a result of COVID the organisation has rapidly transformed the learning solutions and now offers
live online workshops with skilled facilitators.

This format has proven to be a huge hit with ASEAN corporates and individuals alike. The sessions are conducted at a time so as to allow the Asian
market to join in and learn from Australian businesses and vice versa.

Ideal for individual learners or for organizations seeking new innovative learning and development courses for its employees, MCBI Learning and
Development’s live two-hour workshops are now open for registration on a variety of topics suitable for English-language learners worldwide.

“At MCBI Learning and Development, we are proud to be the first-ever block-chain enabled learning provider to offer live, micro-format workshops at
such a high caliber of quality and engagement level, and at a price that is accessible for so many people from around the world to experience,” said
Marina Pullin, Managing Director of MCBI Learning and Development.

These new micro-workshops are specifically designed to meet the current skill needs of the global workforce who seek immediate and rapid
opportunities to acquire in-demand skills. Following each micro-workshop, learners receive a validated record of their skill development rather than a
simple record of attendance. This independent certification allows learners to effectively showcase their skill-sets among global employers and set
themselves apart from the competition.

For businesses interested in their staff's well being andresiliency, the online sessions are proving to be the antidote for isolation and focus. The live
workshop topics include a vast array of business building topics including How to have challenging communication, Adaptive Leadership, Developing a
Growth Mindset, Process Mapping, Negotiation 101, Digital Architecture, Communication Skills for the Virtual Team and much more. Pricing per
workshop begins at $59.95 AUD.

For more information and to register to improve your professional performance, visit www.mcbi.com.au.
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